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2016-2018 Environment
Plenty to process, limited resources to do so

• Curators, administration, donors, etc. all had their own 
priorities for processing

• Large backlog of collections, with little documentation

• Processing staff consisted of undergraduate student 
workers



Collections Assessment for Processing Priorities

   Resources on collections assessment:

● PACSCL/CLIR Hidden Collections Processing Project, 2009-2011 
http://clir.pacscl.org/

● OCLC article – “The Practice, Power, and Promise of Archival Collections 
Assessment,” 2012 
https://www.oclc.org/content/dam/research/publications/library/2012/conway-proffitt-rbm.pdf

● Columbia University Libraries Survey of Special Collections Materials 
Project, 2004 https://www.oclc.org/content/dam/research/activities/backlogtools/columbiaratings.pdf

http://clir.pacscl.org/
http://clir.pacscl.org/
https://www.oclc.org/content/dam/research/publications/library/2012/conway-proffitt-rbm.pdf
https://www.oclc.org/content/dam/research/publications/library/2012/conway-proffitt-rbm.pdf
https://www.oclc.org/content/dam/research/activities/backlogtools/columbiaratings.pdf


Collections Assessment Criteria
Extent
Size in linear ft.

Condition
Do items need rehousing? Are there preservation concerns?

Arrangement
Is there an existing arrangement? Are there identifiable 
categories or is it just a mess?

Level of Control
Can this be sufficiently described at the collection level or 
does it need folder level description?

Research Value
Is this collection valuable to researchers? Is this a unique, 
important collection?

Institutional Value
Is this collection valuable to our institution (important 
donor, valuable to faculty, etc.)?



Processing Priorities Grid



Did it work?

● Simplified choosing collections

● Provided a justification for 
choosing/not choosing a collection 
to process

● Helped manage expectations of 
stakeholders

● Helped me learn the collections

● Some important collections weren’t 
prioritized because of their 
condition

● Research and institutional values 
were difficult to quantify and 
gather

● Student workers can only do so 
much, and require a large amount 
of supervision and guidance

Benefits Limitations



Part-time student 
workers

Student Worker Statistics

4

February 2017 - April 2018

Archival collections 
processed

80
Linear feet 
processed

155.42



Building on the foundations



2018-Present Environment
Still plenty to process, still limited resources to do so

• Significant progress made on backlog of unprocessed 
collections; low hanging fruit was gone

• Processing staff: gained 1 professional archivist, but 
reduced number of undergraduate student workers

• The bigger picture for the collection and various 
stakeholder priorities continued to be somewhat nebulous



Expanding on Established Processing Priorities
● Learn the state of collections

○ no more low hanging fruit

● Familiarize myself with rubric and student 
processors

● Figure out how to get a handle on Research 
and Institutional values

● Four distinct collecting areas
○ Water - Water Librarian
○ Eaton SF & F - Jay Kay & Doris Klein Librarian
○ University Archives - University Archivist
○ Special Collections - Director

● Librarian position turnover

Visualization of the state of collections as 
of summer 2018. Useful for communicating 
with internal stakeholders.



Spreadsheets and Intellectual Control

● Time = knowledge

● Curator? What Curator?



Observations and Conclusions
When we started

Students
This was deployed with the specific goal of helping 
determine collections that students could work on.

●

A good starting point
It’s good for if you just need to get things done and/or 
communicate with internal stakeholders. Not one size 
fits all.

●

Baseline collection assessment
Super useful for finding forgotten or hidden 
collections, getting basic documentation for the 
status of all of the collections.

●

Very Contextual
The application of a rubric like this is very 
dependent on your individual institution and its 
collections

●

It Will Change Over Time
Priorities are never set, they are always in flux. 
Similarly, the way a rubric is used will change and 
evolve. 

●

Uncertain on long-term use
A good record of what was done. Could loose 
usefulness if we are ultimately unable to fill in 
Research and Institutional values (more qualitative 
decision than quantitative ones).

●

Where we are now
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